ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
A Brain computer interface (BCI) system works by recording the brain signals and applying machine learning algorithms to classify the brain signals and performing a computer controlled action. BCI finds application for physically impaired people as no peripheral muscular activity is required. The most widely used method for signal acquisition is the electro-encephalography (EEG). The reason for the popularity of EEG is due to the non-invasive way of acquiring the brain signals and also it is safe, easy and cheap when compared to other methods. Most of the existing application prototypes of BCI use EEG signals. Prototypes like "Thought Translation Device" [1] which allows paralyzed patient to write sentences, spelling system [2] , "virtual keyboard" based on motor activity [3] are all EEG based BCI systems. Thus the role of EEG processing is crucial in the development of BCI.
The user can control BCI by producing different brain activity patterns which is identified by the system and translated into commands. BCI automatically estimates the class of data using classification algorithm. Investigation and evaluation of different classification algorithms for EEG-based BCI is available in literature [4, 5] . Translating brain activity into a computer command is achieved using Regression [6] or classification [7] algorithms. Bassani et al.,(2010) [8] proposed continuous wavelet transformation (CWT) and wavelet coherence (WC) for feature extraction. Patterns were extracted in the time-frequency plane and optimized. Using WC analysis, the CWT allows the representation of time-frequency patterns of the signal's information content. The proposed feature extraction method was tested using the Naive Bayes classifier with good results. Rutkowski et al.,(2009) [9] extensively investigated to remove artefacts caused by muscular interference due to eye movement during the EEG signal recording.The proposed method used correlation of the oscillatory modes within multi channel signal in the Hilbert domain.The proposed method was examined and found to decrease the unwanted noise introduced during involuntary movement of the eye.
Lotte et al., (2009) [10] use fuzzy logic to obtain the region of interest. The proposed model, Fuzzy Region of Interest Activity (FuRIA) is based on inverse solutions and new concepts of fuzzy region. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is its trainability and the ROI and fuzzy frequency bank were able to distinguish different mental states. The proposed technique was compared with two data sets from the BCI competitions. The evaluations assessed the impact of hyper-parameters and the effects of fuzzification on the performance. The feature extracted using FURIA was tested using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.
In this paper it is proposed to extract maximum and average energy in the 5-30 Hz. To extract the signals in the 5-30 Hz range and remove random noise and at the same time maintaining a sharp step response we use two stages of filtering with the first stage being a butterworth filter and the second stage consisting of an moving average 7 point spencer filter. The obtained features were used as classification attributes for Naïve Bayes and Instance Based Learners(IBL) algorithm.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Filters allow a specified frequency range to pass through while attenuating the specified unwanted frequency range. Low-pass filter passes low-frequency signals reduces the amplitude of signals with frequencies higher than the cut-off frequency. High-pass filter passes high frequencies and attenuates frequencies lower than its cut-off frequency. A band-pass filter is a combination of a low-pass and a high-pass filter; it passes a certain band of frequencies.
The Butterworth filter is a signal processing filter which is so designed that the output is as flat a frequency response possible in the passband. The Butterworth filter is also called maximally flat magnitude filter. The frequency response of the Butterworth filter has no ripples in the passband and rolls off towards zero in the stopband [11] . It has slower roll-off and more linear phase response when compared to other filters like Chebyshev and elliptic filter. Butterworth filters are advantageously used to filter EEG signals as the pass-and stop-band are maximally flat, which results in quality output signal for different frequency band.
The low-pass filter can be modified into high-pass filter; when placed in series with others to form band-pass and band-stop filters. The gain G(ω) of an n-order Butterworth low pass filter [12] in terms of transfer function H(s) is
Where n is order of filter, ω c is cut-off frequency and G 0 is the DC gain i.e. gain at zero frequency.
The Butterworth filter is used to pre-process the EEG signal to remove low and high frequency artefacts. The EEG signals are filtered with a second order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequencies in a range of 5 -30 Hz. In the second stage of filtering a moving average window with Spencer's 7 point is utilized. The moving average window [13] Once the filtering is done the maximum and the average energy is extracted in the frequency domain using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [14] . DCT is a transformation method for converting a time series signal into basic frequency components. Some simple functions to compute the DCT and to pre-process the provided EEG data for BCI system are as follows:
The discrete cosine transform of a list of n real numbers s(x), x = 0, ..., n-1, is the list of length n given by:
Where C(u) is equal to 1/ square root of 2 for u=0 or is equal to 1 for all other values. Each element of the transformed list S (u) is the inner product of the input list s(x) and a basis vector. The constant factors are chosen so that the basis vectors are orthogonal and normalized.
The list s(x) can be recovered from its transform S(u) by applying the inverse cosine transform (IDCT):
This equation expresses s as a linear combination of the basis vectors. The coefficients are the elements of the transform S, which may be regarded as reflecting the amount of each frequency present in the input s. Energies are obtained for all the channels individually using the above said method.
The Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic method used for prediction [14] . During training the conditional probabilities of each attribute in the predicted class is estimated from the training data set. The parameter's mean and variance obtained from a small set of training data is sufficient for classification. Commonly used as the Naïve Bayes provide good results and easy interpretation of the results [15, 16] .
The disadvantage being that the classifier considers that the occurrence of attributes is independent; therefore the correlation between the attributes is ignored.
Instance based learner uses the Euclidean distance based algorithm to obtain the class of the test instances [17] . Instance based learners use a weighted overlap of the feature values of test instance and a memorized example. Metrics used in Instance based learners combine a per feature distance metric with global feature weights that account for relative differences in discriminative power of the features.
In this work we use two datasets available publicly to validate the proposed methodology. The first dataset is obtained from experiments jointly conducted by University of Tübingen, Germany, Dept. of Computer Engineering and Institute of Medical Psychology and Behavioural Neurobiology, and Max-Planck-Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tübingen, Germany, and Universität Bonn, Germany, Dept. of Epileptology. In the experiment conducted the subject imagines the movement of left small finger or tongue. The time series of the electrical brain activity was picked up using 64 electrodes placed in the contralateral motor cortex. The second data set is provided by Fraunhofer FIRST, Intelligent Data Analysis Group, and University Medicine Berlin, Department of Neurology. In the second experiment 118 electrodes were used with motor imageries of left hand and right foot. Figure I and figure II shows the time domain signal of some electrodes during the motor activity. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The classification accuracy using Naïve Bayes(NB) and Instance Based Learners(IBL) using the proposed method is shown in figure IV and the relative absolute error is shown in figure V. From figure IV and V it can be seen that Instance based learners are more consistent across different datasets. Also being a simple mechanism for computing the class, IBL is proved to be efficient and fast method for BCI.
CONCLUSION
In this paper the Brain Computer Interface classification problem was investigated. It was proposed to extract maximum and average energy of EEG features using Discrete cosine transform. As the frequency of interest is broadly in the region of alpha and beta waves, Butterworth band pass filter was used to separate the frequency of interest. Moving average Spencer window was used to remove noise among adjacent data values as EEG data is highly noisy. Using 10 fold cross, the proposed feature extraction method was trained and tested using Naïve Bayes classifier and Instance based learner. Two publicly available datasets were used to test the proposed methodology. It is found that Instance based classifier provides consistent results across different EEG datasets. Future work in the direction of using Neural Network classifiers need to be investigated for improving the classification accuracy as the EEG data is highly susceptible to noise.
